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Amorphization mechanism and defect structures in ion-beam-amorphized Si, Ge, and GaAs

J. Nord, K. Nordlund, and J. Keinonen
Accelerator Laboratory, P.O. Box 43, FIN-00014 University of Helsinki, Finland

~Received 31 May 2001; revised manuscript received 22 January 2002; published 10 April 2002!

We are studying ion-irradiation-induced amorphization in Si, Ge, and GaAs using molecular-dynamics
simulations. Although high-energy recoils produce defects and amorphous pockets, we show that low-energy
recoils ~about 5–10 eV! can lead to a significant component of the athermal recrystallization of preexisting
damage. For typical experimental irradiation conditions this recrystallization is, however, not sufficient to fully
recrystallize larger amorphous pockets, which grow and induce full amorphization. We also examine the
coordination and topological defect structures in Si, Ge, and GaAs observed in the simulations, and find that
these structures can explain some experimentally observed features found in amorphous semiconductors. For
irradiated amorphous GaAs, we suggest that long~about 2.8 Å! and weak Ga-Ga bonds, also present in pure
Ga, are produced during irradiation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.165329 PACS number~s!: 64.70.Kb, 61.43.Dq, 61.72.Cc, 61.82.Fk
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ion implantation of semiconductors at doses high eno
to introduce significant amounts of electrically active do
ants, normally first leads to amorphization of the implan
volume. Although the material is usually subsequently
crystallized by annealing, the mechanisms leading to am
phization may affect dopant clustering. The amorphizat
mechanisms have been intensively studied in the literat
see, e.g., Refs. 1–18. Still, the mechanisms leading to am
phization even in the most common semiconductor mater
such as Si remain subject to debate. Early models attem
to describe amorphization by either pure defect accumula
~homogeneous! or direct impact ~heterogeneous! models.
Many recent models are a mixture of these two models,
take into account that some thermal recrystallization can
cur during irradiation~see Ref. 15 and references therein!.

It is also not clear whether the structure of the amorph
material produced by irradiation corresponds to that p
duced by other means, such as quenching. Some experim
indicate that at least the density of amorphous Si (a-Si) pro-
duced by ion beams is always the same or smaller than
of crystalline Si (c-Si) ~Ref. 19!, yet other experiments an
computer simulations observe ana-Si phase denser tha
c-Si.20,21Custeret al. conclude this to indicate that the com
puter models describing Si by tetrahedrally coordinated
oms are erroneous.19 This implies that the presence of ove
coordinated and undercoordinated Si atoms in ion-be
amorphized Si is responsible for the discrepancy.

Since it is probable that defects smaller than those vis
in transmission electron microscopy experiments play a
nificant role in the amorphization process,3 atom-level com-
puter simulations can play a significant role in understand
the pathway to amorphization. Numerous comput
simulation studies have examined the amorphization and
crystallization mechanisms of Si from differen
viewpoints.22,23,7–10,13,14,24,25However, only a few of them
have produceda-Si by multiple recoils inc-Si and studied
the structure and density ofa-Si. These studies have bee
limited to the use of only one interatomic potential23 and in
some cases the results have been partly dependent on
0163-1829/2002/65~16!/165329~14!/$20.00 65 1653
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lation parameters with no experimental correspondence.13,26

In this paper we study the amorphization of Si, Ge, a
GaAs by amorphizing the material with energetic self-reco
starting from pristine crystal. We use three different int
atomic potentials for Si and two for Ge to confirm the re
ability of the obtained results. In GaAs only one model c
pable of describing crystalline-to-amorphous pha
transitions was available.

The paper is organized as follows. The simulation me
ods are explained in Sec. II. In Sec. III we first examine t
effects of different recoil distributions~Sec. III A! and
boundary conditions~Sec. III B! on the structure of the
amorphous phase in Si. After that we examine amorphiza
~Sec. III C! and annealing in Si~Sec. III D!. We then study
those aspects of amorphization in Ge~Sec. III E! and GaAs
~Sec. III F! that may differ from the behavior of Si. In th
discussion~Sec. IV! we relate our results to analytical mod
els and experiments.

II. METHOD

To study the properties of ion-beam-amorphized semic
ductors we amorphized simulation cells by successive e
getic recoils. Monoenergetic~100 eV or 1 keV! recoils as
well as a continuous recoil energy distribution~from 3 or 15
to 2000 eV! were used. Periodic boundary conditions we
used in three dimensions in all the simulations. The num
of atoms was 22 000 for 1-keV recoils, 4000 and 8000
100-eV recoils, and 40 000 for the continuous recoil ene
distribution.

In the first phasean energetic recoil was started at abo
the middle of the simulation cell, which was initially at 0 K
temperature. The cell was cooled down towards 0 K at the
borders using the Berendsen temperature control metho27

Simulation times varying between 6000 and 10000 fs w
used for the 1 keV energy to confirm that the final results
not depend on the simulation times used. The tempera
after every recoil event was below 80 K. In the simulatio
with varying recoil energy the simulation times depend
linearly on the recoil energy. A minimum simulation time o
500 fs was used. In this stage the size of the cell was
©2002 The American Physical Society29-1
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allowed to relax and a variable time step was used to sp
up the simulations.

In thesecond phasethe simulation cell was cooled to 0 K
and at the same time the pressure was relaxed with the
endsen method27 to 0 kbar in either all directions or in thez
direction only ~corresponding to experimental condition
where the irradiated area is bound from the sides!. The re-
laxation times varied between 2000 and 3500 fs. In the c
tinuous energy cases, the cell was relaxed after each 10
of accumulated deposited energy. After relaxation the ato
were displaced by a random distance in thex, y, andz direc-
tions, taking into account the periodic boundary conditio
This way all the positions were equal and we were able
generate a homogeneous distribution of the recoil energ
all parts of the cell.

The two-phase procedure was then iterated until
amorphization was achieved, i.e., when both the average
tential energy and volume of the cell leveled out at so
constant value. With this approach, the simulation results
not expected to depend on any parameters without some
perimental correspondence. The simulation scheme is
able to model ion irradiation for energies and ions wh
most of the recoils are well separated in space.

Monoenergetic 100 eV and 1 keV recoil energy distrib
tions were used to study whether the structure or amorph
tion dose depends on the recoil energy. In order to obta
continuous recoil energy distribution corresponding to ty
cal experimental conditions, we selected recoils correspo
ing to an energy distribution produced by a 500-keV Si bo
bardment of Si, which is an implantation condition we
known to amorphize Si.28 Only recoils produced in the dept
region of 800–1200 Å were included. The recoil energy d
tribution was obtained with theMDRANGE method.29,30 The
distribution is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Because very low-energy recoils (E;1 eV) are domi-
nant, recoils with energies higher than 3 and 15 eV w
considered. We denote this minimum recoil energy
Erec,min. The latter value was chosen because it is appro
mately the threshold displacement energy in Si.31,32 Recoils
with energies below this do not affect the damage struc
in initially perfect crystal regions. After the observation th
recoils at energies close to the threshold energy can c

FIG. 1. The simulated recoil energy distribution of 500-keV
bombardment of Si at 800–1200 Å depth. The dotted lines re
sent the selected cutoff values for amorphization simulations.
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some dynamic recrystallization of the material~see below!,
we also usedErec,min53 eV in some simulations. This valu
was chosen because it is lower than the strength of
bonds in Si, so recoils below this value should not cause
significant structural change even ina-Si. In simulations
with Erec,min53 eV the cell amorphized somewhat slowe
but the finala-Si structure was practically identical with th
simulations withErec,min515 eV. Since thecomputingtime
needed to achieve full amorphization was very much lon
for 3 eV minimum energy~because of the large number o
low-energy recoils!, Erec,min515 eV was used in most simu
lations.

Recoils at energies higher than 2 keV were not used. T
allowed us to limit the size of the simulation cells and spe
up the calculations. We justify this approximation by notin
that recoils above ;2 keV break down into
subcascades,33,34 so no new types of damage states are p
duced by higher-energy recoils.

The primary damage state produced in individual c
cades has been extensively studied in
literature.7,14,23,31–37The simulations by Caturlaet al. have
shown that the damage states produced in Si by ion irra
tion are strongly dependent on the mass of the ion.7 For light
ions, such as B, about 20–30 % of the defects are isola
The heavier ions produce more concentrated damage,
even for As the fraction of isolated defects is higher than 5
This shows that there is some homogeneous amorphiza
during ion irradiation. The damage produced in germani
is much more localized than in silicon.34 Less than 2% of the
defects produced by 10-keV recoils are isolated, and o
95% lie in clusters larger than six atoms. Therefore germ
nium has a stronger tendency towards direct impact am
phization. Like silicon, many isolated defects are also p
duced in GaAs by self-recoils.37 Over 10% of the defects ar
isolated in the recoil energy range 400 eV–10 keV, and ab
60% of the damage is in clusters larger than six atoms
combination of heterogenous and homogenous amorph
tion mechanisms would, therefore, be favored at low te
peratures in the initial stages of the process in GaAs.

The angular distribution was simulated for both 100-e
and 1-keV recoils, and the amorphizations were studied b
by using a simulated angular distribution and random dir
tions of recoils.

Several amorphization runs were repeated to be sure
the conclusions were not affected by statistical fluctuatio
Amorphous material was also generated by melting a
quenching. First the material was kept at a temperature m
higher than its melting point~3000–5000 K! for 50–100 ps.
The cell was then cooled down to 0 K not faster than 0.01
K/fs. The melting and quenching was then repeated usin
starting temperature lower by about a factor of 2. This p
cedure was repeated until the starting temperature was lo
than 400 K. The quenching ratio is still high compared
experimental conditions, so the effect of the simulation tim
was estimated by running a quenching simulation for lon
than 3 ns for comparison purposes. The differences betw
quenched and irradiated materials remained qualitatively
same. To acquire sufficient statistics, 8000 atoms were u
in the quenching simulations.

i
e-
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AMORPHIZATION MECHANISM AND DEFECT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 165329
The forces between atoms were described by semiem
ical many-body potentials. The Stillinger-Weber~SW!
potential,38 Tersoff III (T-III) potential,39 and environment-
dependent interatomic potential40–42 ~EDIP! were used for
Si, the SW~Refs. 38 and 43! and Tersoff44 ~T! potentials for
Ge, and a potential by Albeet al.45 ~ANNK ! for GaAs.

Since, contrary to the Si and Ge potentials, the proper
of the GaAs potential are not widely known, we comme
here on some of the features relevant to this study. Additio
details can be found in Ref. 45.

The GaAs potential has been fitted to several GaAs,
and Ga phases. Even the complex Ga ground-state stru
is reproduced. The potential describes many common def
reasonably and phase transitions were considered during
development process.

The compound nature of GaAs makes the generating
amorphous GaAs by melting more difficult than that of Si
Ge. In liquid GaAs, the As and Ga components segreg
partially, and As bubbles are formed in the liquid. Even w
simulation times up to 10 ns we were not able to gene
homogeneous amorphous GaAs. Therefore we only c
pared the irradiated amorphous GaAs to its annealed vers

The structure of amorphous materials was character
by the distribution of bond lengths, potential energies of
oms, and angles between bonds. Coordination defects o
oms with a high potential energy were considered to be
fects in the amorphous state. The amorphization dose
different cases could easily be obtained, as well as the d
sity of the amorphous material.

III. RESULTS

A. Effect of recoil impact vector

The possible effects of the recoil angle and energy dis
butions on the structure of the amorphous material w
tested with theT-III potential for Si. The effects of the recoi
velocity vector direction were studied for 100-eV and 1-ke
recoils with two different angular distributions. One distrib
tion used the same probability for all directions, while t
other one used the angular distribution obtained inMDRANGE

simulations. No difference was observed between mate
produced by angle-dependent and random direction rec
The energy doses needed for full amorphization were
same, as well as the dependencies between the volume
dose, and potential energy and dose.

The volume change was found to depend strongly on
energy of the recoil atoms~see Figs. 2 and 3 and Table I!.
For monoenergetic 100-eV recoils the volume change
bigger than for 1-keV recoils. The observation that there
more high-energy defects per deposited energy for
100-eV recoils is not surprising. This is explained by the f
that the local, in-cascade heating produced by cascades
recombine defects.9 Since the 1-keV recoils deposit mor
kinetic energy, the heating and possibilities for defect reco
bination are larger in this case. This effect is analogous
cascades in metals, where it is well known that with incre
ing cascade energy an increasingly large fraction of def
will recombine.46 In semiconductors the effect is less pr
nounced because of the nature of the chemical bonding.9,34
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A continuous recoil energy distribution was also used
simulations with EDIP andT-III. With Erec,min515 eV, the
potential-energy development is very similar to the 100-
case. ForT-III this is also true for the development of th
volume, whereas for EDIP the volume with the continuo
distribution saturates to a lower value. Two different min
mum recoil energiesErec,min, 3 and 15 eV, were used fo
variable recoil energy simulations for theT-III potential
model. The final volume and average potential energy of
amorphized materials were the same for both values
Erec,min, but the 3-eV case amorphized slower. The potent
energy saturation dose was the same for the variable en
scheme withErec,min515 eV as for all the tested monoene
getic cases. ForErec,min53 eV the dose was somewha

FIG. 2. Development of volume and potential energy compa
to the perfect Si crystal in 100-eV and 1-keV monoenergetic ir
diations, and a variable energy irradiation with 15 eV minimu
recoil energy shown as a function of irradiation dose. Values
quenched amorphous material are included for comparison
poses. The EDIP potential model was used.

FIG. 3. Development of volume and potential energy compa
to the perfect Si crystal in 100-eV and 1-keV monoenergetic ir
diations, and variable energy irradiation with 3 and 15 eV minimu
recoil energies as a function of irradiation dose. Values
quenched amorphous material are included for comparison
poses. TheT-III potential model was used.
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J. NORD, K. NORDLUND, AND J. KEINONEN PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 165329
higher. The reason behind this is that low-energy recoils w
;5 –10 eV energy recrystallize the material~see Sec. IV!.

B. Effect of pressure boundary conditions

Another condition that might generate direction depe
dency in the structure is the pressure relaxation. In the
ond phase, the relaxation phase of the amorphization si
lations, the pressure was allowed to relax to zero in
directions separately, or in thez direction only. While the
development of the average potential energy along with
amorphization dose was unaffected by the relaxation co
tion, the volume change in the latter case was slower. W
the pressure was relaxed only in one direction, more irra
tion was needed for the pressure to relax in thex and y
directions. For most cases the volume and average pote
energy did not saturate at the same dose. Therefore, the
ume is not a good measure for the amorphization of
material. The final potential energy and volume were
same in both relaxation schemes.

C. Amorphization in Si

Semiempirical interatomic potentials have different fun
tional forms and are fit to different sets of properties. It is n

TABLE I. Amorphization doses for different cases for Si pote
tials. Edoseis the dose needed to reach a saturation potential-en
level andVdose is the dose per atom needed for the final volum
The column ‘‘relaxation’’ denotes pressure relaxation in all dire
tions ~3D!, one direction (z), or to an annealing temperature.V/V0

is the volume of the amorphized material compared to a per
crystal andEpotential is the average potential energy for an amo
phous structure.

Method Relaxation
Edose

~eV!
Vdose

~eV! V/V0

Epotential

~eV!

EDIP
100-eV irr. z 6.5 10 1.036 -4.26
100-eV irr. 3D 6.5 2 1.035 -4.25
1-keV irr. 3D 6.5 3 1.022 -4.29
VariableE irr.a 3D 6.5 2 1.029 -4.26
Quench 1.035 -4.40
VariableE irr.a 900 K 1.036 -4.46

T-III
100-eV irr. 3D 8 12 1.095 -4.13
100-eV irr. z 8 13 1.093 -4.13
1-keV irr. 3D 8 7 1.047 -4.20
1-keV irr. z 8 13 1.045 -4.20
VariableE irr.a 3D 8 8 1.089 -4.13
VariableE irr.b 3D 11 11 1.08 -4.14
Quench 1.019 -4.40

SW
1-keV irr. 3D 17 17 0.947 -4.09
Quench 0.944 -4.11
Expt. 12c 1.018d

aErec,min515 eV.
bErec,min53 eV.
cReference 1.
dReference 19.
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clear which, if any, of the potentials is suitable for simulati
a certain phenomenon that is not a part of the original fitt
database. The problem is especially important in simulati
of disordered phases, since functional forms are often b
on the basis of favoring some bond angle in a well-defin
and ordered crystal lattice. Therefore, we repeated the am
phization simulations with the three potentialsT-III, 39

EDIP,42 and SW~Ref. 38! for Si. The reliability of the results
for the potentials was estimated by comparing experime
values for an amorphization dose and density with the sim
lated ones.

Large potential dependent differences were found in
density ofa-Si. The EDIP andT-III potential models were
able to reproduce the positive volume change observed in
experiments,19 whereas for SW the amorphous material w
denser thanc-Si. The volume-dose dependency for differe
potentials for 1-keV monoenergetic recoils is shown
Fig. 4.

The distribution of the potential energies of the atoms
illustrated in Fig. 5. The difference between the amorphi
tion methods~quenching from a melt vs irradiation! was
largest for EDIP and smallest for SW. For all three poten
models the average potential energy was higher for the i
diated case than for the quenched one. This shows tha
fects of the amorphous structure are present in the irradi
cells.

Because the quenching method may be sensitive to
quenching ratio and simulation time, the procedure was
peated for different time scales. Longer simulation tim
only increased the difference between the structures of m
ten and irradiated materials, confirming that the differen
exists regardless of the quenching time. The longest que
ing simulation time was about 3 ns.

For all the tested Si potentials and irradiation conditio
the average coordination was bigger and average bond le
longer in irradiated than in quenched cases, as shown
Table II and Fig. 6. The average bond lengths for differe
irradiation conditions were about 2.47 Å for EDIP and abo
2.43 Å for T-III and SW. Over 90 % of the atoms in th

gy
.
-

ct

FIG. 4. Development of volume and potential energy compa
to the perfect Si crystal during ion irradiation for different Si p
tential models as a function of irradiation dose. 1-keV monoen
getic recoils were used.
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quenched amorphous structures described by the EDIP
T-III potential models had a coordination of 4, and the av
age coordination number was a little higher than 4. For ir
diated structures described by EDIP the most common c
dination was 5 and byT-III, 4. SW produced a very simila
structure for both irradiated and quenched cells. The p
correlation functions in Fig. 7 show increased ordering in
molten structure at a second peak near 4 Å for the T-III and
EDIP potential models. The SW model has an additio
peak just above 3 Å, which is not observed in the experim
tal function, for both molten and irradiated structures. T
pair-correlation functions of the EDIP andT-III models,

FIG. 5. Potential-energy distribution for different Si potent
models. The dotted line represents the distribution for amorph
material produced by 1-keV monoenergetic recoils, and the s
line represents the distribution for quenched amorphous mater

TABLE II. Number of three-membered rings, coordination d
tribution (Z values!, average bond lengtĥRbond&, and coordination
^Z& for different Si potential models and amorphization method

Method
Three

rings/atom Z53 Z54 Z55 ^Z& ^Rbond&

EDIP
Irr. 100 eV 0.137 0.5 34.0 65.3 4.67 2.47
Irr. 1 keV 0.108 0.2 44.8 54.8 4.55 2.46
Irr. variable energy 0.137 0.5 39.1 60.0 4.60 2.47
Quenched 0.005 0.1 93.9 6.0 4.06 2.40

T-III
Irr. 100 eV 0.013 10.9 64.3 22.8 4.15 2.43
Irr. 1 keV 0.010 7.6 65.5 24.8 4.21 2.43
Irr. variable 0.014 10.2 64.9 22.9 4.16 2.43
Quenched 0.001 0.5 91.4 8.1 4.08 2.39

SW
Irr. 1 keV 0.0003 0.9 53.8 43.1 4.46 2.48
Quenched 0.0003 0.7 56.5 41.1 4.43 2.47
16532
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which do not have a strong peak at 3 Å, are in good agr
ment with the experimental curve.

The bond-angle distributions of irradiated and molt
structures are illustrated in Fig. 8. Once again the SW mo
has about the same distributions for both production me
ods. However, the EDIP model shows sharp peaks near
and 75°. TheT-III model also shows a small increase ne
these values. The 60° peak is associated with a Si-Si-Si
angle with angles near 60°. There are many more three-r

d
id
.

FIG. 6. Bond-length distributions of amorphous materials
the different Si potential models. The dotted line represents
distribution for amorphized material produced by 1-keV monoen
getic recoils and the solid line represents the distribution
quenched amorphous material.

FIG. 7. Simulated and experimental20 pair distribution functions
for amorphous silicon. 1-keV monoenergetic recoils and SW,T-III,
and EDIP potential models were used.
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in irradiated structures, as shown in Table II. The peak n
75° is associated with four-membered rings, which of
have two 75° angles.

The amorphization energy doses needed to saturate
the volume and potential energy vary between 6 and 17
atom for different Si potential models and amorphizati
methods. These values are in a reasonable agreement
the experimental value of about 12 eV/atom~Ref. 1! deter-
mined at low temperatures where defect migration is not
portant.

D. Stability of a-Si

The stability of the structure ofa-Si produced by irradia-
tion was tested by heating amorphous cells up to 300, 6
900, and 1200 K. The cells were held at each temperature
about 4 ns and then quickly cooled down to 0 K. The init
cell for annealing simulations was amorphized by varia
energy recoils withErec,min515 eV. We focused on theT-III
and EDIP potentials, as the SW potential predicted a den
of the amorphous material in clear contradiction to the
periments.

After annealings at 600 and 900 K the structure of the c
modeled by EDIP was very close to the quenched amorph
structure, as shown in Table III. The average coordinat
numbers, potential energies, and volumes are almost
same for annealed and quenched materials. The numbe
three- and four-membered rings are also at the same l
and qualitative differences are not present in the bond-a
distributions. At 1200 K the fraction of fivefold coordinate
atoms suddenly increases to about 26%. This is proba
because 1200 K is above the glass temperature of EDIP
Si, which we determined to be,1200 K ~Ref. 47!.

FIG. 8. Distribution of angles between bonds for different
potential models. The dotted line represents the distribution
amorphized material produced by 1-keV monoenergetic recoils
the solid line represents the distribution for quenched amorph
material.
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The number of coordination defects in annealed ce
modeled by theT-III potential decreases during annealin
The coordination number distribution after the 1200-K a
nealing of the irradiated cell is similar to that in the quench
cell. The bond-angle and potential-energy distributions
also similar. However, the amorphous structure produced
quenching is about 1.6% denser than the annealed cell,
has 2.4% less four-membered rings.

E. Amorphization in Ge

The SW~Refs. 38 and 43! andT ~Ref. 44! potential mod-
els were used for Ge. The irradiated amorphous Ge (a-Ge)
described by the SW potential was less dense than mo
a-Ge, and crystalline Ge (c-Ge) was denser than both o
them. The decrease in the density is explained by lon
bonds, which were about 3% longer in irradiated mate
than inc-Ge, as can be seen in Table IV. The average co
dination number was very close to that ofc-Ge, 4.04 for the
irradiated and 4.02 for the molten cell~Table IV!. The devel-
opment of volume during irradiation is shown in Fig. 9 fo
both potential models.

i
r
d

us

TABLE III. Percentage of most common coordinations (Z val-
ues!, and average bond lengtĥRbond& and coordination̂ Z& of
irradiateda-Si modeled by EDIP orT-III for variable energy recoils
with 15 eV minimum recoil energy before and after annealing. V
ues for quencheda-Si are included for comparison purposes.

Anneal Z53 Z54 Z55 ^Z& ^Rbond& Epot V/V0

EDIP
Before 0.45 39.1 60.0 4.60 2.47 -4.26 1.02
300 K 0.06 66.9 33.0 4.32 2.43 -4.36 1.00
600 K 0.08 91.0 9.0 4.09 2.40 -4.42 1.03
900 K 0.06 96.1 3.8 4.04 2.39 -4.45 1.03
1200 K 0.21 73.5 26.2 4.26 2.43 -4.36 1.01
Quench 0.05 93.9 6.0 4.06 2.40 -4.44 1.03

T-III
Before 10.2 64.9 22.9 4.16 2.43 -4.14 1.08
300 K 6.32 71.5 20.9 4.17 2.42 -4.21 1.06
600 K 2.38 79.4 17.6 4.16 2.41 -4.30 1.03
900 K 1.06 86.4 12.4 4.12 2.40 -4.36 1.02
1200 K 0.81 91.3 7.8 4.07 2.39 -4.39 1.03
Quench 0.5 91.4 8.1 4.08 2.39 -4.40 1.01

TABLE IV. Percentage of most common coordination numbe
(Z values!, and average bond lengths^Rbond& and coordination̂Z&
in a-Ge cells modeled by the SW andT potentials.

Material Z53 Z54 Z55 Z56 ^Z& ^Rbond&

c-Ge 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 4.00 2.45
Irr. SW Ge 2.4 91.5 6.07 0.0 4.04 2.52
Melt SW Ge 1.1 96.2 2.8 0.0 4.02 2.50
Irr. T Ge 1.7 33.8 40.3 18.4 4.93 2.56
Melt T Ge 0.3 80.0 17.4 2.1 4.21 2.50
9-6
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The behavior of Ge during ion irradiation described
the T potential is more complicated. First the volume i
creases, and then decreases almost back to the level ofc-Ge.
The bonds are about 4% longer than inc-Ge, but highly
coordinated atoms compensate for the change in volume
ter the material was fully amorphized by irradiation, the a
erage coordination was 4.93~Table IV!. Molten a-Ge has a
lower coordination of 4.21 and is slightly less dense th
c-Ge.

Experimentally the coordination number of irradiat
a-Ge was found to be close to 4.48 Theab initio calculations
predict that the coordination number of moltena-Ge is
4.05.49 These are in a good agreement with our amorph
tion simulations carried out with the SW potential, whic
predict a small increase in coordination number. The simu
tions with theT potential show more increase in the coord
nation number for both the molten and irradiated amorph
materials. The bonds are found to be longer in irradia
cells than in quenched ones. This is in agreement with
experiments, where the bond length is found to decrease
ing annealing.50 Our simulations predict longer bonds tha
those found experimentally. However, the experimental b
length increased with ion dose.48 The simulated pair-
correlation functions, especially that of irradiated Ters
a-Ge, are in a good agreement with the experimental o
~see Fig. 10!.

For molten a-Ge described by the SW potential, th
angles between the bonds are distributed near 108.6°, w
standard deviation of 10.8°. The average angle for irradia
material is 108.3° with a standard deviation of 13.1°.

The amorphization dose for theT Ge potential model is
9.1 eV/atom~Table V!, which is in a good agreement wit
the experimental value of about 13 eV/atom@calculated from
irradiation parameters in Ref. 48 usingSRIM ~Ref. 51! to
obtain the deposited energy#. The SW Ge overestimates th
amorphization dose probably because it has a melting p
that is too high.34

F. Amorphization in GaAs

Amorphization in GaAs was modeled by a potential
Albe et al.45 For this potential we could not obtain molte

FIG. 9. Development of volume in different Ge and GaAs p
tential models as a function of the irradiation dose. Monoenerg
1-keV recoils were used to produce irradiated amorphous mate
Values for quenched material are included for the Ge models.
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amorphous GaAs, as explained in Sec. II. Therefore,
compare the irradiateda-GaAs with a structure obtained b
annealing the irradiateda-GaAs at a temperature much lowe
than the melting point.

We simulated ion-beam-induced amorphization in Ga
by successive 1-keV recoils~randomly chosen as Ga or As!.
The amorphization dose was about 13 eV/atom~Table V!,
which is in a reasonable agreement with the experime
value of about 10 eV/atom~obtained from the low-
temperature values in Fig. 5 of Ref. 52!. Crystalline GaAs
(c-GaAs) was about 4.5% denser than irradiateda-GaAs.

The distribution of Ga-Ga, As-As, and Ga-As bonds b
fore and after annealing are shown in Fig. 11. Most of
bonds are between Ga and As atoms. The fraction of wr
bonds before annealing was 37%. About 73% of the wro
bonds were Ga-Ga bonds with an average length of 2.81
These bonds are longer versions of the metallic bo
present in pure Ga.53 The number of covalent wrong bond
was about 14%. If the cutoff value for the coordination nu
ber calculation is selected as 2.7 Å~cf. Sec. IV C!, the aver-
age coordination is 3.45. If also longer Ga-Ga bonds
counted, the coordination number is 4.64.

The amorphized cell was annealed at 900 K for 400
and then cooled to 0 K. During the annealing, the numbe
Ga-As bonds increased by about 2.5%. The number
Ga-Ga bonds near 2.8 Å decreased by about 13% to 2
indicating that these bonds are not stable at high temp

-
ic
al.

FIG. 10. Simulated and experimental pair distribution functio
for amorphous germanium. 1-keV monoenergetic recoils andT or
SW potential models were used in the simulations.

TABLE V. Amorphization dose for saturation volume (Vdose),
potential energy (Edose), volume (V/V0), and potential energy
(Epot) of amorphous material compared to a perfect crystal for
Ge and GaAs potential models.

Material Edose~eV! Vdose~eV! V/V0 Epot

Irr. T Ge 9.1 9.1 1.000 -3.42
Melt T Ge 1.006 -3.58
Irr. SW Ge 36 36 1.067 -3.48
Melt SW Ge 1.049 -3.54
Irr. GaAs 13 12 1.045 -2.89
Annealed GaAs 1.029 -2.98
9-7
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tures. There were some more As-As bonds after annea
and As segregation was observed. However, simulation
temperatures of 1300 and 1500 K~still below the melting
point of about 1900 K for the potential model! showed that
the As regions are not stable and can be annealed at lo
time scales. Because the As regions can be annealed,
also possible that all Ga defects with bond lengths 2.8 Å
converted to Ga-As bonds during long enough hig
temperature annealing.

During annealing the average Ga-As bond length w
shortened from 2.51 to 2.48 Å. At the same time the len
of As-As bonds increased from 2.44 to 2.46 Å. The num
of covalent bonds shorter than 2.7 Å increased during
nealing.

IV. DISCUSSION

We first emphasize that the results for the amorphiza
mechanisms during ion irradiation presented here are dire
relevant only to low-temperature experiments@lower than
150 K for Si ~Refs. 54–56! and Ge~Ref. 57!, and 200 K for
GaAs ~Refs. 58 and 59!#, because at higher temperature
defects in highly irradiated materials are mobile.

A. Amorphization mechanism

We first compare our results on amorphization in Si
those of some previous studies. Caturlaet al.22 have shown
that 15-eV recoils can recrystallizea-Si when launched a
the crystalline side of an amorphous/crystalline interfa
Stocket al.23 have reported that very low energy recoils~50
eV! do not amorphize Si modeled by Stillinger-Weber pote
tial completely, and can in some cases cause partial rec
tallization of the damage. Both observations are in go
qualitative agreement with our observations that low-ene

FIG. 11. Simulated bond-length distributions of As-As, Ga-G
and Ga-As in ion-irradiated amorphous GaAs. Monoenerg
1-keV recoils were used and the interactions were modeled by
ANNK potential. The upper figure depicts the case before annea
and the lower after annealing.
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recoils can induce recrystallization during ion irradiatio
However, for the reasons noted in Sec. III D~see also Ref.
60, where negative pressure had to be applied while prod
ing a-Si by a melting-quenching method! the Si SW model
does not give a very good description of amorphization, s
quantitative comparison with these previous results is
useful.

The discussion in the remainder of this section is based
the continuous 500-keV Si recoil spectrum, since this cor
sponds to experimental conditions. Because the recoil s
tra of ions with similar masses do not differ greatly, th
qualitative conclusions obtained here can be expected to
hold for other keV irradiating ions in the same mass range
Si.

The amorphization process is illustrated in Fig. 12. In t
simulation the minimum recoil energyErec,min was set at 3
eV, and most recoil atoms have lower energies than 10
These low-energy recoils can recombine defects by knock
interstitials into vacancies or intermediate states, which t
spontaneously recombine.61 An example of defects that ar
removed is circled in parts~a! and~b! of Fig. 12. If the defect
concentration in some region is high enough, an amorph
region is formed. The region then starts to grow, beca
low-energy recoils cannot crystallize material inside am
phous pockets. One such region can be seen in the mi
left side of the pictures in Fig. 12. On some occasions
observed partial recrystallization at the amorpho
crystalline interface, as predicted by previous studies.22,24,25

But for this kind of recoil spectrum the effect is not stron
enough to recrystallize the pockets completely. In the in
mediate stages between crystalline and fully amorphi
states, the material is observed to contain amorphous reg
with some isolated defects between them. This is consis
with experiments in which amorphous zones are found
grow preferentially at the crystalline-amorphous interfac62

or at preexisting defects.63

Primary damage state simulations have shown~cf. Sec. II!
that the damage produced by a single ion is both in the fo
of amorphous clusters and isolated point defects. He
these cannot conclusively determine which mechan
dominates during prolonged irradiation. The simulations
prolonged irradiation described in this work show that t
observed amorphization mechanism is not homogene
~i.e., due to defect accumulation everywhere!, because clear
amorphization centers exist. On the other hand, the me
nism requires multiple ion passes in a spatial region bef
full amorphization, so the direct impact~heterogeneous!
amorphization model does not directly apply either. We th
interpret the mechanism to be a combination of the hete
geneous and homogeneous mechanisms.

In the simulations with continuous recoil energy distrib
tion andErec,min515 eV, the damage is not recombined
much, and the amorphization proceeds via frozen-in dam
accumulation. This was also true for all monoenergetic sim
lations. These observations prove that the recombination
served is predominantly due to the low-energy (E,15 eV)
recoils. For heavier ions or target materials this mechan
may be favored, since the damage is more concentrated

We use three different analytical models predicting t
development of the amorphous fraction as a function of

,
ic
he
g
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FIG. 12. A four-unit-cell-thick
cross section of the simulation ce
in a ~110! plane during ion irradia-
tion of Si. The doses are~a! 1.1
eV/atom,~b! 1.5 eV/atom,~c! 2.8
eV/atom,~d! 4.2 eV/atom,~e! 5.6
eV/atom, and~f! 14 eV/atom. An
example of defect recombinatio
is circled in~a! and~b!. TheT-III
potential model and simulated re
coil energy distribution with 3 eV
minimum recoil energy were
used.
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dose to help interpret the amorphization mechanism.
amorphous fraction was defined as follows. The struct
factor Pst ~Ref. 9! is calculated for each atomi,

Pst5
1

pu~ i ! S (j
@u i~ j !2u i

p~ j !#2D 1/2

, ~1!

pu~ i !5S (
j

@u i
u~ j !2u i

p~ j !#2D 1/2

, ~2!

whereu i( j ) are the angles formed between the atomi and its
neighbors.u i

p( j ) is the distribution of angles in a perfec
lattice andu i

u( j )5 j p/4(421)/2 is the uniform angular dis
tribution. Before performing the sum over angles, theu i( j )
lists are sorted by magnitude. All atoms for whichPst is
larger than 0.125 are considered ‘‘defect’’ atoms. If a ‘‘d
16532
e
e

-

fect’’ atom has at least three defect neighbors, it is defined
amorphous. The amorphous fraction is the normaliz
amount of amorphous atoms.

The Gibbons direct impact model describes amorphi
tion by direct impacts. The amorphous fractionf a is15

f a512exp~2saD !, ~3!

where sa is the amorphization cross section andD is the
amorphization dose. The model poorly describes the sim
lated development of an amorphous fraction, as seen in
13.

The recrystallization efficiency can be estimated by
amorphization process theory of Wanget al.18 The theory
assumes that the amorphization proceeds by direct impa
but takes simultaneous crystallization into account. In
9-9
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Wang model the amorphous fractionf a can be expressed as
function of a normalized ion doseDn and crystallization ef-
ficiency A,

f a512
1

AA1~12A!exp@2~12A!Dn#
. ~4!

We fitted the parametersA andk5Dn /D, whereD is the
irradiation dose in energy/atom, for bothErec,min53 and 15
eV to see how the crystallization parameter is affected
low-energy recoils. We obtained a recrystallization parame
A of 0.900260.0002 for the 3-eV case and 0.866760.0008
for the 15-eV case. This indicated that there is more rec
tallization with the lower-energy recoils included. Thek pa-
rameter was (3.82260.009)/eV for 3 eV and (6.326
60.049)/eV for 15 eV minimum recoil energy. Plots of th
fits and original values are shown in Fig. 13. The mo
describes the development of the amorphous fraction m
better than the Gibbons direct impact model.

The Hecking model4 ~used recently by Gao, Weber, an
Devanathan17 in simulations of SiC! describes amorphizatio
by simultaneous direct impact and defect stimulated~growth
of amorphous regions! methods. The analytical expressio
is15

f a512
sa1ss

sa1ssexp@~sa1ss!D#
, ~5!

where sa is the direct impact amorphization cross secti
andss is the defect stimulated amorphization cross secti
The Hecking model also gives excellent fits for the simula

FIG. 13. Simulated amorphous fraction during ion irradiation
silicon and fits to~a! direct impact,~b! direct impact with crystal-
lization, and ~c! direct impact/defect stimulated models. Th
Tersoff-III potential model and recoil energy distributions consi
ing of 3 eV–2 keV or 15 eV–2 keV recoils were used.
16532
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functions, as can be seen in Fig. 13. For all different rec
energy distributions the direct impact cross section is m
smaller than the defect stimulated cross section~Table VI!.
Moreover, the fact that the cross section ratioss /sa is
higher for the 3 eV–2 keV case~about 8! than for the 15
eV–2 keV case~about 6! supports the idea that low-energ
recoils recombine defects mostly outside amorphous reg
~since the growth of amorphous regions is suppressed les
3–15 eV recoils than direct impact amorphization!.

We find that both the models of Wanget al.18 and Heck-
ing and co-workers4,15 produce good fits to the developme
of the amorphous fraction during ion irradiation. The Hec
ing model describes the amorphization process better, s
the Wang model takes only the direct impact amorphizat
into account~the simulations have shown that also isolat
defects are produced in individual cascades in silicon.7,34!
However, some information about the crystallization duri
the amorphization process can be extracted using this mo
The expansion of the Hecking model by Weber15 would de-
scribe the process even better, but some other measure o
nature of the amorphous state, in addition to the struct
factor used now, would be needed to enable a fit to t
model. We have not found another independent measure
could be used for this fitting.

We thus conclude that the amorphization of Si proce
mainly via growth of amorphous pockets. The direct impa
amorphization is suppressed by the low-energy recoil rec
tallization, since isolated defect clusters are easier to an
than large amorphous regions.

B. Structure of amorphous Si and Ge

Because the volume changes for different potentials of
same material showed large variation, we cannot predict

f

-

TABLE VI. The fitted parameters for ion-irradiation-induce
amorphization of Si for Wang and Hecking amorphization mode
Simulated~consisting of 3 eV–2 keV or 15 eV–2 keV recoils! and
monoenergetic~100-eV or 1-keV! recoil distributions were used
The Tersoff-III potential model was used. In the Wang model~direct
impact with crystallization! the A parameter is the crystallization
efficiency andk parameter is the amorphization cross section. F
the Hecking model~direct impact/defect stimulated!, sa is the di-
rect impact amorphization cross section andss is the defect stimu-
lated amorphization cross section.

Model Recoils

A k5Dn /D
Wang 3 eV–2 keV 0.900260.0002 3.82260.009

15 eV–2 keV 0.866760.0008 6.32660.049
100 eV 0.891660.0004 5.86060.024
1 keV 0.774660.0010 2.23160.013

sa ss

Hecking 3 eV–2 keV 0.055360.0003 0.44760.002
15 eV–2 keV 0.156760.0026 0.92860.013

100 eV 0.099060.0009 0.73160.005
1 keV 0.144860.0016 0.48060.006
9-10
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density of amorphous materials conclusively. Moreover,
final volume of the irradiated cells was found to depend
the recoil energy distribution. Monoenergetic 100-eV rec
distribution produced a very similar structure as the varia
energy distribution, whereas monoenergetic 1-keV distri
tion produced a slightly denser material. Nevertheless,
coordination numbers and bond lengths were very close
each distribution and different from the molten ones. T
amorphization doses were in a reasonable agreement wit
experiments.

The initial direction distribution of recoil atoms had n
effect on the final structure of the irradiated cells. Also t
relaxation method, either three dimensional~3D! or in thez
direction only, did not affect the final structure. However
bigger dose is needed until the volume of thez-relaxed cells
reaches a steady state, because it takes longer for the a
phous material to flow and relax the pressure induced in
cell by the phase transition.

Ab initio simulations of the structure ofa-Si frequently
find a much larger fraction of defects (;10%) than what is
observed experimentally (&1%).64–66 The defects in these
simulations take the form of, e.g., threefold and fivefold c
ordinated atoms, as well as three-membered, four-membe
etc. atom rings.65,66 The a-Si structure inab initio simula-
tions was usually created by extremely rapid quenchi
typically over;1 ps, due to the limited time scale availab
to quantum-mechanical simulations. Since the cooling in c
lision cascades in semiconductors also occurs over 1–2 p
is not surprising that the defects observed in theab initio
modeling are similar to those we observe in irradiated
The fact that we observe similar defects as theab initio cal-
culations gives us confidence that the defects we observe
be expected to exist at least at low temperatures. Since
observe much less defects in the quencheda-Si cells, it also
seems clear that the predominant reason for the presen
high defect concentrations in irradiated Si is the very ra
cooling of the amorphous zones produced.

Custer et al. report that the density of the amorpho
structures they produced by irradiation did not change du
annealing,19 and that it is about 2% lower than the density
the crystalline phase. In our annealing tests, the EDIP po
tial and Tersoff potentials both had a fairly stable volum
~about 2–3 % higher than that of the crystalline phase! dur-
ing annealing between 600 K and the melting point, an
similar volume in the quenched cells. The density for
annealing and low-temperature anneals was different,
this is probably because very unstable defects can be pre
in cells simulated only for short time scales at low tempe
tures, and these would anneal out on any experimental
scale. Thus we can consider the results of theT-III and EDIP
potential to be in a good agreement with experiments. T
fact that both the quenched and ion-beam-amorphized
annealeda-Si that we observe with these potentials still co
tain coordination defects strongly supports the suggestion
Custeret al.19 thata-Si cannot only contain tetrahedrally co
ordinated atoms.

High-energy defects, not appearing in quenched am
phous material, were present in irradiated cells for all
potential models and materials tested. In irradiateda-Si
16532
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many more three- and four-membered rings were pres
than in moltena-Si. These rings were associated with pea
near 60° and 75° in the bond-angle distributions.

Our simulations predict an increase in coordination nu
ber and bond length during ion-beam amorphization of
Although some previous experiments have reported coo
nation numbers above 4, the most recent results indicate
this is an artifact due to a too small cutoff in reciproc
space,67,68 and report a first-shell coordination number
3.88 ~Ref. 68!. No bond-length increase was observed
these experiments. Although the discrepancy between
simulations and experiments might again be a result of
short simulation times, it does not seem likely that the av
age coordination number would go from a value above 4 t
value below 4 even for very long time scales. Hence, it
pears that the empirical potentials we use do not reprod
the experimental coordination numbers in ion-bea
amorphized Si correctly. The reason for this is most like
related to the reported presence of about 1% vacancy
defects associated with dangling bonds in ion-bea
amorphized Si.28 Such defects will lower the average coo
dination number. For some reason these defects do not
pear to be formed in large numbers in our simulatio
leading to a higher coordination number.

For irradiated Ge an ion dose dependent increase in b
length is experimentally observed,50 in agreement with our
results, but the experimental increase is smaller.

C. Structure of aÀGaAs

The volume of our a-GaAs ~4.5% less dense tha
c-GaAs) agrees well with the experimental value of abo
4% ~Ref. 69!.

It is not experimentally clear whether wrong bonds~i.e.,
bonds between like atoms! are present ina-GaAs. The frac-
tion of wrong bonds has been experimentally measured to
between 0% and 12%.69–76 It has been suggested that wron
bonds could not be present ina-GaAs because of the energ
cost associated with them.77 However, irradiated amorphou
structures do contain high-energy defects, which might c
tain wrong bonds.

The comparison of the bonding structure with expe
ments is complicated by the presence of the 2.8-Å-lo
‘‘metallic’’ 53 Ga-Ga bonds in our simulations. If such bon
existed inas large amounts as we see in our simulation
they should have been observed in the experiments of R
way et al.69 But if they are present in much smaller numbe
the experimental sensitivity may not be good enough to
tect them. During 400-ps annealing at 900 K, the numbe
Ga-Ga bonds was reduced by 16%, and especially the bo
longer than 2.7 Å seem to decrease in number~Fig. 11!.
Therefore, the majority of these bonds are probably elim
nated on experimentally accessible time scales, leaving o
the possibility that some are present in real GaAs as we

If only bonds shorter than 2.7 Å are counted, the fract
of wrong bonds we observe before annealing is 14%, wh
is close to the range of values 0–12 % observed in
experiments.69–76
9-11
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The coordination number~again with 2.7 Å cutoff! of
3.45 we obtained for irradiateda-GaAs is smaller than the
experimental value of 3.85 measured by extended x-r
absorption fine structure~EXAFS!.69,12 An increase in the
nearest-neighbor distance was observed in the EXAFS m
surements, from 2.445 Å in the crystal to 2.452 Å in t
amorphous phase. We observe the same effect in our s
lations ~2.45 Å in the crystal vs 2.51 Å in the amorphou
zone!, but the experimental increase was much smaller.

Since both deviations~fraction of wrong bonds and coor
dination number! from the values of perfectc-GaAs are
smaller in experiments, our simulateda-GaAs cell has more
defects than the samples measured by Ridgwayet al.69 This
difference may, again, be related to annealing effects. In
experiments the sample was not kept at low temperat
before analysis. It is known that structural changes can oc
in GaAs even at room temperature,78,79 so it is likely that
some of the defects in our simulated cells would vanish d
ing experimentally accessible time scales. During our hi
temperature annealing tests the Ga-As bonds were short
from 2.51 Å to 2.48 Å.

To summarize our discussion of the structure ofa-GaAs,
we have found that our simulations reproduce at least qu
tatively correctly several experimentally observed featu
~density change, coordination number less than 4, ave
bond length, presence of wrong bonds in some samples!. The
fact that we observe weak ‘‘metallic’’ Ga-Ga bonds arou
2.8–2.9 Å leads us to propose that such bonds exist in
diateda-GaAs at least at low temperatures.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied ion-irradiation-induced amorphization
Si, Ge, and GaAs by simulating the entire amorphizat
process starting from a perfect crystal until a stable am
phous state is reached. Comparison of results obtained
different interatomic potential models in the same mate
Sc
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and comparison with experiment allowed us to deduce wh
features observed in the simulations can be considered
able.

We showed that very low-energy recoils (;3 –15 eV)
can lead to a significant athermal dynamic recrystallizat
component during ion irradiation.

From the development of volume and potential ene
during ion irradiation we deduced that the volume of t
material is not a good measure of whether the materia
fully amorphized.

The amorphization doses, bond lengths, and average
ordination numbers were in most cases found to behav
least qualitatively similarly as in experiments. The main e
ception is the coordination number ofa-Si, for which the
experimentally observed value of less than 4~Ref. 68! is not
reproduced by any of the models used.

In the amorphous zones produced during irradiation,
ordination defects were very common. We also observe
large fraction of topological defects, such as thre
membered, four- membered, etc. atom rings in the am
phous network. In particular, in irradiateda-Si, triangles
with all angles close to 60° are very common. During a
nealing most, but not all, of these defects were removed.
propose that these defects are those suggested to be pr
in ion-beam-amorphized Si by Custeret al.19

Our results also suggest that weak Ga-Ga bonds wh
lengths are near 2.8 Å are present in irradiateda-GaAs.
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